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PUBLIC HARDCOPY

RELEASED PER PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST

GO# SA 2018-369930 CLEARED BY ARREST-
SERGEANT USE ONLY

4801-0 148(A)(1)PC RESIST PEACE OFFCR

For: 4208      Printed On: Apr-17-2019  (Wed.) Page 1 of 80

General Offense Information
Operational status: CLEARED BY ARREST-SERGEANT USE ONLY
Reported on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.) 1331
Occurred on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 1749
Approved on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)  by:   511  -  KIRTLAN, JOSHUA 3122
Report submitted by: 3626  -  BUNO, NICHOLAS 0387
Org unit: OSS POST RELEASE COMMUNITY SUPERVISION
Accompanied by: 511  -  KIRTLAN, JOSHUA 3122
Address: 1900 CANTERBURY RD    Apartment: 
                Place: in CANTERBURY VILLAGE
                Municipality: SACRAMENTO County: SACRAMENTO COUNTY
                District: 2   Beat: 2C   Grid: 0613 
Felony/Misdemeanor: FELONY
Family violence: No

Offenses (Completed/Attempted)
Offense: # 1   4801-0   148(A)(1)PC RESIST PEACE OFFCR  -  COMPLETED
Location: HOTEL / MOTEL
Offender suspected of using: N/A
Bias: NONE (NO BIAS)
Offense: # 2   5011-0   3056 PAROLE VIOLATION  -  COMPLETED
Location: HOTEL / MOTEL
Offender suspected of using: N/A
Bias: NONE (NO BIAS)
Offense: # 3   5011-3   3454(C) PC FLASH INCARCERATION  -  COMPLETED
Location: HOTEL / MOTEL
Offender suspected of using: N/A
Bias: NONE (NO BIAS)
Offense: # 4   7000-43   TOWED/STORED VEHICLE  -  COMPLETED
Location: STREETS / HWY / ROAD / ALLEY
Offender suspected of using: N/A
Bias: NONE (NO BIAS)
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Related Attachment(s) - SEARCH WARRANT
Attachment Description: SEARCH WARRANT FOR 
Reference Number:
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Related Attachment(s) - SEARCH WARRANT
Attachment Description: SEARCH WARRANT FOR 
Reference Number:
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Related Attachment(s) - SEARCH WARRANT
Attachment Description: GPS LOCATE
Reference Number:
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Related Attachment(s) - SEARCH WARRANT
Attachment Description: GPS LOCATE SW 2
Reference Number:
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Related Person(s)

1.  ARREST/CITE # 1 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: UNKNOWN
Date of birth:  
Address: 
                Municipality
Phone Numbers

MAIN
HOME PHONE:

   

2.  ARREST/CITE # 2 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
Date of birth:  
Address     Apartment: 
                Municipality: 

3.  ARREST/CITE # 3 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
Date of birth:  
Address:     Apartment: 
                Municipality: 

4.  WITNESS # 1 - 

(Case Specific Information)
Sex: MALE
Race: AFRICAN AMERICAN/BLACK
Date of birth:  
Address: 
                Municipality
Phone Numbers

CELL
PHONE:

   

5.  SUBJECT # 1 - 
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(Case Specific Information)
Sex: FEMALE
Race: CAUCASIAN/WHITE/HISPANIC/EAST INDIAN/GUAMANIAN
Date of birth:  
Address
                Municipality: 
Phone Numbers

MAIN
HOME PHONE:

   

Related Business(es)

1.  VEH REG OWN # 1 - 
Address: 
                Municipality: 
Phone number:  
Type: RENTAL CAR AGENCY

Related Vehicle(s)

1.  SUSPECT # 1 - 

(Case Specific Information)
License number: 
State of issue: California
VIN #: 
Year of issue: 2018
Miscellaneous information: CHROME TRIM AND WINDOW TINT
Vehicle type: AUTO
Make and model: CHEVROLET  Impala
Style: 4DR AUTOMOBILE
Year: 2018
Color: BLACK

Master Vehicle Index Reference
License number: 
State of issue: California
Year of issue: 2018
Miscellaneous information: CHROME TRIM AND WINDOW TINT
Owner Information
Owner type: PERSON
Owner role: SUSPECT
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 02 WITNESS STATEMENT
Author: 4197 - SCHOEN, MATTHEW 0326
Subject: (WITNESS #1) 
Related date/time: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)  

On 11-20-2018, I, Ofc. Schoen #326 contacted witness , who was sitting in the driver seat
of his tan SUV parked in the parking lot of 1900 Canterbury Road. My body worn camera was activated during
the citizen contact. W-  provided the following statement in summary:
 
Just before you arrived, I went from my hotel room to my tan SUV which was parked next to the black Chevrolet
Impala. I was sitting in my tan SUV with my head down watching YouTube videos and smoking a cigarette. I
saw a male (S-  and female look like they were going to get inside of the car (black Impala). The male
attempted to get into the car, then I heard "Come over here" and "Get over here", and then the male tried to
run into the car. I then saw the police officers struggle with him in the car. I initially saw two police officers. I
could hear the male saying "Get off of me, leave me alone!" and the police were saying "Hold still, give me your
hands!" The male in the car was resisting in my opinion. After that, another police officer came and attempted to
handcuff him and then more officers came to help. It happened so quickly.
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 03 SUSPECT STATEMENT
Author: 3626 - BUNO, NICHOLAS 0387
Subject: (SUBJECT #1) 
Related date/time: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.) 1736 

On 11/20/2018, I Ofc. Buno #387, I spoke to  in the parking lot of 1900 Canterbury Road.
 was handcuffed and in the back seat of a marked patrol vehicle. I read her miranda rights verbatim from

my SPD issued #133 card to which she replied "yes" that she understood her rights. She told me the following in
summary:
 

 and I are boyfriend and girlfriend. We met thru a friend of a friend a while back. I have a daughter but
not with him who stays with my mom in Elk Grove.
 

 and I have been staying in and out of motels here in town. For the past couple of days we have been
staying with a friend of  over off of Keifer Blvd. I am not sure the address though.
 
I was in the passenger seat today when you guys tried to pull us over in the Calvine Area. We were trying to go to
my storage unit and then  got spooked by what he thought was the cops. Then you guys started following
us and when you tried to pull us over he just gassed it. We drove around for a bit and then ended up in the Del
Paso Heights area. We parked near a park and just waited. He told me to turn my phone off because he said you
guys were probably tracking us by our cell phones. We hung out at the park for a while and then drove over here
to the motel where we are now. Vincent put new plates on the car and we went up to the room.
 
I was not with  when he went on the pursuit the other day (referring to SSD pursuit). I was however with

 when we got pulled over near Chico. The cop was being cool and  just took off after he ran our
info probably because he knew he had the parole warrant.  just started driving really fast until we couldn't
even see the lights anymore.
 
I don't know whats in the backpack  had. None of that stuff belongs to me. I guess he has a friend in
Paradise CA that he told me he was holding that paperwork for.
 
I smoke methamphetamine. I last smoked this morning.  
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 03 SUSPECT STATEMENT
Author: 4197 - SCHOEN, MATTHEW 0326
Subject: (ARREST/CITE #1) 
Related date/time: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)  

On 11-20-2018 at approximately 2130 hours, I, Ofc. Schoen #326 contacted suspect  who was in
a hospital bed at . I advised S-  of his rights under Miranda. He advised that
he understood each of his rights and provided the following statement, in summary. It should be noted that my
body worn camera was activated during the contact.
 
Earlier today I was on Elk Grove Florin and Calvine near my storage unit. I saw a grey Impala (SSD Deputy
Labane) when I was driving. I was driving a black Impala and my girlfriends  was a passenger. I did not
see a blue van or a black Tahoe.
 
When I was at the hotel tonight I noticed a white truck when I was walking to the Impala. I just went blank. I
know that you guys were looking for me. When you showed up I tried to get into the car because my intention
was to leave. I didn't hear you say anything at all, I just wanted to leave.
 
I agree with you that I was resisting arrest.
 
I wasn't trying to hurt you guys.
 
I just remember being on the ground. I heard you tell me to stop resisting.
 
I stopped but you kept pushing.
 
I was just visiting the hotel room because I know the guy in blue who was at the hotel.
 
Regarding the backpack that I had on me- I found the backpack earlier today. I found it over off arden in an
alley. I knew what was in the backpack. It was a lot of information, a lot of personal information. There were
checkbooks, credit cards, paperwork, and personal stuff.
 
Last night I stay at a house off of Kiefer Blvd. and I left there to come here to the hotel. I found the backpack on
the way to the hotel.
 
I left Kiefer Blvd. at about 6 and arrived to the hotel at about 8. So I found the backpack between 6 and 8 this
morning. I did not go up towards the Camp Fires. I did go to Chico to visit a friend who does my tattoos though.
His name is  I did not want to run from the police up in Chico but I wanted to get home to my daughter.
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The Impala is a rental car that I rented a month ago. I pay for it week by week. I didn't steal it. The dealer license
plate that is on the car is a license plate that I had. The other license plates I steal off of rental cars or abandoned
cars in Sacramento.
 
I did not take the stuff in the backpack. All that stuff is stuff that they deserve back because of the fires. I didn't
use any of the stuff or anything. I understand that there is a bunch of bank information but I never took their
money.
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 3626 - BUNO, NICHOLAS 0387
Subject: BUNO #387
Related date/time: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.) 1445 

I, Ofc. Buno #387, am currently assigned to the Sacramento Regional Post Release Community Supervision
Team. Our primary duties include, but not limited to, identifying, monitoring, and closely supervising AB 109
releases that have a high probability of relapsing into criminal behavior, intervention and referrals, participation
in surveillance, searches and apprehension of persons with fresh criminal charges, probable cause wants,
outstanding warrants and responding to regional crime series.
 
On 11/15/2018, PRCS officers began an investigation into locating wanted parolee at large 

was on active CDCR parole ( ) for 4573.6 PC and I confirmed he had (1)
active felony parole violation warrant as well as one (1) active misdemeanor 11377(a) HS warrant. In addition
to having the above warrants,  had been identified as the suspect in a vehicle pursuit that occurred in the
county on 11/11/2018 in the area of Lerwick Road / Morse Ave ( ). During that pursuit,
a marked SSD patrol vehicle attempted to stop a black Chevrolet Impala with CA license plate  which
then fled the area at a high rate of speed and eventually got away. In summary, SSD deputies positively identified

 as the driver of the vehicle that fled (See SSD report for details). PRCS officers reviewed this SSD
report and determined  was PC arrestable for 2800.2 VC.
 
I reviewed  arrest history which included arrests for 12021 PC, 273.5 PC, 459 PC, 12025 PC and 3056
PC.
 
On 11/15/2018,  I spoke to  Parole officer Jesse Mccowan who confirmed  suspended parole
status.
 
On 11/15/2018, PRCS Dep. Lawrence authored a GPS locate search warrant for  cellular phone
( ). The warrant was signed and uploaded to Sprint for processing. Later that day, PRCS officers
began receiving gps location data for the device assigned number  that showed it to be in
Placerville CA.
 
On 11/19/2018, PRCS Dep. Lawrence authored another GPS locate search warrant for  girlfriend

. PRCS officers had received information from several sources that they were both
currently on the run together and her current cellular phone number was . This search warrant was
signed and also uploaded to Sprint for processing.
 
On 11/20/2018, PRCS officers began monitoring GPS location data for  as
well as . The GPS location data showed them both to be in the Rosemont area
of Sacramento with a radius of approx. 2141 meters. PRCS officers responded to the area in unmarked police
vehicles however could not locate either  or . At approx. 1200 hours, GPS location data showed
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both devices to be in the area of Calvine Road and Waterman road. PRCS officers had received information that
 had a storage unit located at  Calvine Road which is in the area where both cellular phone devices

showed to be near.
 
While searching the area of  Calvine Road, Dep. Labane observed  driving a black Chevy Impala
with CA plate  with  in the passenger seat. PRCS officers began following  attempting
to get additional marked patrol deputies to assist. (See Dep. Labane's Observations for details.) In the area of
Pebble Field Way and Stone Cliff Way, I was able to catch up to Dep. Labane and Ofc. Schoen who were still
following   began making numerous turns and appeared to be doing counter surveillance as
unmarked units were following him. I was driving an unmarked black police chevy tahoe equipped with forward
facing red/blue emergency lights and siren. I observed  driving the above Impala westbound Pebble Field
Way at a high rate of speed directly at me. I activated my red/blue emergency lights in an attempt to get 
to stop however he accelerated and drove around my vehicle and fled at a high rate of speed. I deactivated and
began checking the area for  as he made multiple turns in the neighborhood and I had lost him.
 
PRCS officers continued monitoring GPS location data which showed  and  drive to the Rancho
Cordova area and then to the North Sacramento Area. PRCS officers responded to the area and began checking to
locate them.
 
At approx. 1725 hours, PRCS Sgt. Kirtlan located the black Chevy Impala we had seen  driving in the
parking lot of 1900 Canterbury Road which is the SureStay Plus by Best Western. The above plate (
had been removed and now the vehicle had paper plates affixed to it. PRCS officers set up surveillance on the
vehicle and motel in an attempt to locate  and  PRCS officers requested SPD K9 and SPD Gang
Enforcement officers respond to assist as  was likely to flee again. PRCS officers were dressed in plain
clothes wearing black colored tactical raid vest's with the word "POLICE" printed on the front/back and full
police duty belts with badges.
 
At approx. 1749 hours, I observed  and  exit room #  of the motel and began walking w/b on
the 2nd story towards the staircase. I was on foot on the frontage road to the south watching the motel through
a wrought iron fence.  was wearing a red t-shirt, black pants and had a black back pack on his back.
He was also carrying a black bag that had black Toshiba Laptop. Two additional male hispanics later identified
as  and  were with  and  walking
westbound on the 2nd story. I radioed this information to units and they began moving in to arrest 

 and  had already made it down the stairs and were now walking to the black Chevy Impala
parked in the parking lot.  began looking around in all directions and observed unmarked and marked
units approaching. I observed  drop several items and run towards the black Impala and dissapear out
of my view as there was another vehicle parked to the right of it. I then observed  began running in an
eastbound direction on the 2nd Story away from officers.  was wearing a blue shirt and I could see his
numerous face tattoos. I radioed this information and observed K9 Ofc. Henderson responding to the area and
attempting to cut  off. K9 Ofc. Henderson was able to pass  as he continued to run and held
him at gunpoint. I was able to bend the wrought iron fence enough to sneak through and I ran into the motel from
the south parking lot and placed  in handcuffs without incident. I did not know at the time, however
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my body cam fell off and got stuck to the metal wrought iron fence while trying to sneak thru. I then walked
 out to the front where  had been detained along with  and   was seated

on the curb in handcuffs and appeared to be sweating profusely. He sat there calm while I sat  right
next to him and was unaware he had attempted to start the vehicle and flee while officers were trying to arrest
him. While walking  he advised me that there was nothing illegal inside of room #  and that he had
a key. I later gave this key to arriving officers who performed a protective sweep/parole search of the room.
 
A records check of  showed him to be on active PRCS probation for 2800.2 VC and 29800
PC. Dep. Labane spoke to probation officer Rossi #531 who authorized a 3454 PC (flash incarceration) on

 
A records check of  showed him to currently be on active CDCR parole for 459 PC. Dep. Labane
contacted Parole after hours who authorized a 3056 PC for  
 
PRCS officers performed a parole search of room #  that was negative for contraband.
 
I inspected the black chevy impala and noted the vin was covered. A vin query from the drivers door revealed the
vehicle to have a plate of  This is the same vehicle SSD pursued on 11/11/2018. It should be noted
the plates Dep. Labane observed on the vehicle (  in the area of Calvine Road came back to a different
Chevy vehicle registered to . It is our belief  was "cold plating" the vehicle to avoid law
enforcement contact. I  performed a search of the black impala there was negative for contraband. In the trunk I
located a large bag that contained towels, mens/womans underwear and toiletries.
 
Fire responded and transported  to  for his injuries he sustained. Ofc. Scheon rode
in the ambulance with  to .
 
I conducted a search of the black back pack I observed  carrying when he and  exited the motel
room. Inside of the back pack were numerous items of what appeared to be identity theft. I located numerous
passports, checks, financial information, credit cards, drivers licenses, notepad with what appears to be account
information passwords, login codes, security questions/answers, phone number and addresses. These items will
be later be examined by SSD Hi Tech Crimes division in an attempt to contact the rightful owners of the above
property along with the Toshiba Laptop.
 
I obtained a mirandized statement from  (See Statement).
 
Chimas Tow responded and towed the  Chevy impala per 2265.3 VC.
 
I later booked a small amount of methamphetamine and glass smoking pipe that Dep. Labane located in 
purse for destruction at Police Property.
 
I scanned in all relevant search warrants as well as the data into this report as attachments.
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 was provided a copy of the GPS locate search warrant and SB178 notification while he was at 
 awaiting medical treatment. I mailed  a copy of her search warrant as well as SB178 notification

paperwork to her current address.
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: XSD007 - LABANE, PAUL XSD007
Related date/time: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.) 1453 

I, Deputy Labane #533 (Unit U46), am currently assigned to the Sacramento Regional Post Release Community
Supervision (PRCS) Team. Our primary duties include, but are not limited to, identifying, monitoring, and
closely supervising AB 109, probation and parole releases that have a high probability of relapsing into criminal
behavior, intervention and referrals, participation in surveillance, searches and apprehension of persons with fresh
criminal charges, probable cause wants, outstanding warrants and responding to regional crime series.
 
1305 Hours, 11/20/2018 (Tuesday): The PRCS team was conducting surveillance for 

 (S1) who was a CDCR parolee at large that had a misdemeanor warrant and was probable cause
arrestable for feloniously evading Sacramento County Sheriff deputies on November 11th, 2018 (

). During the felony evading,  was diving a black colored 2018 Chevy Impala with the license
plate (CA  ). The registration showed the vehicle belonged .
 
I was driving my unmarked Sacramento County Sheriff detective vehicle (gray colored 2007 Chevy Impala)
in the shopping in the southeast corner of Elk Grove Florin Road and Calvine Road. I was in that particular
area looking for  (S1) because we received information that him and his girlfriend

(W) frequented the storage unit located at  Calvine Road in Sacramento ( ). I
was driving northbound down an ally behind the Bel Air supermarket and noticed a newer black Chevy Impala
driving towards me from the south. The vehicle had a front CA license plate of  I performed a DMV
records check that revealed that plate belonged to a 2018 Chevy 4 door to 

.
 
I noticed when the vehicle passed me, there was a female in the passenger seat and the driver's window was
rolled down approximately half way. The window had dark window tint on it but I could see the driver had dark
brown or black colored hair. I thought the female in the passenger seat closely resembled  (W). I tried
to read the rear license plate in my side mirror in an attempt to make sure the vehicle was not "cold plated" or
had mismatched or stolen license plates on it. I voiced my findings to my partners over the radio. They began to
research that license plate  through LPR (license plate reader) that revealed the plate has been scanned
on a black colored Chevy Impala. The vehicle continued southbound and I continued northbound in an attempt to
loop around to see the driver and rear license plate. I was on the west side of the Bel Air when the vehicle passed
me going northbound. I could not see the driver but was able to confirm the rear place was CA, 
 
SPD Officer Schoen # 326 (Unit U45) was parked on the north side of Calvine Road and conducting surveillance
of the . He radioed that he observed the black Chevy Impala made an eastbound turn onto Calvine
Road. I thought that it was strange the vehicle pulled into the large shopping center with no intention of stopping,
then it exited the same way it entered. I attempted to drive after the Impala and conduct rolling surveillance.
I lost sight of the vehicle but soon observed it turning northbound onto Watterman Road from Calvine road.
The Impala signaled to turn west onto Lucchesi Drive and merged into the turn pocket. I continued driving past
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the Impala as to not alert the driver they were being followed. I soon noticed the Impala canceled its turn, and
accelerated in my direction. I began driving at a slow pace and made a westbound turn onto Vintage Park Drive.
The Impala continued to follow me before finally turning southbound onto Montevina Drive.
 
I made a u-turn and followed after the Impala at a distance. I radioed to SPD Sergeant Kirtlan #3122 (U40)
about the situation and if he wanted me to continue following, even though the driver of the Impala would be
more aware I was following him. Sgt. Kirtlan told me to continue following the black Impala, to which I did. I
travelled southbound Montevina Drive that made a sweeping westbound turn. The Impala abruptly pulled over
the north curb line of Montevina Drive, on the west corner of Durness Way. I noticed the driver's window rolled
down and I continued driving by, in fear of an assault or confrontation was about to ensue. I drove to the stop
sign at Montevina Drive and Caymus Drive and noticed the Impala pulled in right behind me, right off my rear
bumper. I looked into my rear view mirror and was able to positively identify the driver of the Impala as 
(S1). I radioed my observations to my team who was already rapidly driving to my location to assist me.
 
I made a southbound turn onto Caymus Drive and then stopped at the stop sign at Brittany Park Drive. I
attempted to stall  (S1) by not moving, and he began honking the car horn. At this time I could see my
partner SPD Officer M. Schoen driving southbound towards us. I told Officer Schoen where the vehicle was as
it turned westbound turn onto Cobble Point Way. I continued south bound Caymus Drive and got onto the main
radio channel and voiced that I needed assistance, all the while attempting to turn around and catch up to Officer
Schoen who was pursuing  (S1). SPD Officer Buno #387 (U43) observed  driving straight at
him around Pebble Field Way and Cobble Point Way. Officer Buno turned on his red solid forward facing light
and siren and  drove around Officer Buno and fled at a high rate of speed. I sent a Be On the Look Out
(BOLO) that  was likely armed and fled towards the Rancho Cordova area.  avoided capture at
that time.
 
1725 Hours: Sergeant Kirtlan radioed that he was at the SureStay hotel that used to be the old Canterbury Hotel
(1900 Canterbury Road, Sacramento) and observed a newer black colored Chevy Impala with front window tint
and paper plates from a car dealership in Placerville. Officer Schoen, Buno, and I began setting up in the parking
lot of the hotel and conducted surveillance. Officer Buno observed a hispanic male in a white tee shirt (later
determined to be  (S3), pacing outside of hotel room 
 
I dawned my tactical vest that had "Sheriff" patches on the chest and upper back. I was wearing a full duty belt
with a metal "Deputy Sheriff" badge on my right hip. I was wearing a black tee shirt, tan 5.11 tactical pants, and
gray tennis shoes.
 
1749 Hours: SPD Officer Buno radioed that  (S1) was walking out of the hotel room. Sergeant
Kirtlan, Officer Schoen, and I, drove towards the south east corner of the hotel where  was observed. I
immediately observed a hispanic male adult wearing a white tee shirt and blue jeans (later identified as 

(S3)) run westbound, away from the room that  was at. He locked eyes with me and I yelled
out "Sheriff's Department, Stop!"  continued running. I gave no less than three commands to stop and
pulled my department issued taser.  continued to run and I turned the taser on (turning the laser beam and
flashlight on) and pointed it at him. I would "Taze" him if he didn't stop. At that point,  realized that he
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was not going to get away as other Sacramento Police Department units began flooding the parking lot. 
stopped and told me that he doesn't know the other guys (  (S1) and 
(S2)). I told  to get on the ground, to which he finally complied.
 
A records check confirmed that  (S3) is on active CDCR parole for burglary, with a max discharge
date of 3/27/2021. A records check revealed that  (S1),  (S2), and  (S3) are actually
associates and are/were members of the .  (S3) completely disregarded
my commands until I used a show of force, as well as the additional arrival of marked Sacramento Police
Department units.  declined knowing  (S1) and  (S2) even though officers, witnesses,
and surveillance footage shows otherwise.
 
I called the 24hr parole hot-line and informed them of the situation. I requested a parole hold be authorized and
they granted it.
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 4197 - SCHOEN, MATTHEW 0326
Subject: OFC. SCHOEN #326
Related date/time: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)  

I, Ofc. Schoen #326, am currently assigned to the Sacramento Regional Post Release Community Supervision
Task Force. Our primary duties include, but are not limited to, identifying, monitoring and closely supervising
AB 109 releases that have a high probability of relapsing into criminal behavior, providing intervention and
referrals, participation in surveillance, searches and apprehension of persons with fresh criminal charges,
probable cause wants, outstanding warrants and responding to regional crime series.
 
On 11-20-2018 at approximately 1749 hours, I was actively attempting to locate . I was in
the north west parking lot of 1900 Canterbury Road Sacramento, CA. I was operating a dark blue Chevrolet van
police vehicle that features a forward facing red light, flashing blue light and audible police siren. Officers and
Deputies on scene were operating in marked and un-marked vehicles and were wearing duty belts with modified
uniforms consisting of tan pants and black tactical vests with the words "POLICE" or "SHERIFF" clearly visible
on both sides of the vests in approximate 4" lettering. I observed/performed the following in summary:
 
Via radio SPD Ofc. Buno advised that he observed  exit a hotel room on the upper floor on the south
east side of the structure. Furthermore, he advised that  and his girlfriend  were
walking down the stairs and walking towards their black Chevrolet Impala. SPD Sgt. Joshua Kirtlan (driving
a white unmarked police truck) and myself drove from the west parking lot towards the south parking lot. I
activated my overhead forward facing red light and observed  immediately start to run east bound
towards the black Impala which was parked in between (2) two other vehicles.  It should be noted that W-
was sitting in the driver's seat of his tan SUV and witnessed the event.
 
Due to the fact that the events unfolded rapidly, and I was dressed in undercover attire, I quickly donned my
police vest and was unable to activate my body worn camera until the middle stages of the event.
 
Sgt. Kirtlan positioned his white police truck in front of the Impala, and I positioned my blue police van behind
the white truck with activated red light.
 
I observed  run behind the Impala and circle around to enter the driver's seat of the vehicle with the
door in the open position. I then observed Sgt. Kirtlan run to the driver's side of the Impala and give 
verbal commands at gun point to get out of the vehicle (See Sgt. Kirtlan's supplement). As I approached the
front of the Impala I observed  reach his right hand towards the right side of the steering column
as if he was attempting to start the vehicle.  was not complying with any verbal commands given
and appeared to be actively resisting. I then ran around around the back of the vehicle and noticed that the
rear brake lights were on indicating that his foot had depressed the brake pedal as if he were trying to put the
vehicle into "drive". When I approached the open driver's door I assisted Sgt. Kirtlan who was attempting to
control  hands from touching the ignition and the steering wheel. Due to the lack off room in the
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driver's compartment I exited the front seat area and entered the driver's side rear seat and attempted to restrain
 from behind while he actively resisted and appeared to continue to try and operate the vehicle. At

this time I observed SPD Ofc. Airoso enter the passenger seat of the vehicle and help to control 
hands and place him in hand cuffs. (See Ofc. Airoso's supplement). Due to the fact that  was in the
front seat, sitting down, I was attempting to assist with handcuffing  in front of his body temporarily
to control his movements and remove him from the vehicle. I gave  no less than (3) commands
to "stop". Once  was handcuffed (in front) Sgt. Kirtlan and I removed  from the front
seat area. Because myself and other officers had limited space between the Impala and the tan SUV parked
immediately adjacent (approximately 3') I attempted to pull  towards the rear of the vehicle so that
we would not be pinned between the two vehicles. Once myself, Sgt. Kirtlan and  reached the back
of the vehicle I assisted  to the ground. Due to the fact that  was handcuffed in front of his
body and had not been searched, I attempted to pin him to the ground so that he could not access anything in his
waistband until a proper search was conducted. Once  was on the ground I completed a partial search
of his person, and located an approximate 5" razor knife in his front right pocket.
 
Once  was secured enough to assess the rest of the scene, and the scene was secured. Officer's devised
a plan to place  in handcuffs behind his body instead of the front and complete a thorough search.
(See K9 Ofc. Yasonia's supplement).
 
I conducted a canvass of the area and observed surveillance cameras affixed to the hotel. I obtained a statement
from witness  who was in the driver's seat of the tan SUV. (See statement).
 
I escorted  to  in the back of the Sacramento City Fire ambulance.
 
I obtained a Mirandized statement from  (See statement).
 
I initiated a hospital watch log.
 
***** 11-21-2018 *****
 
At approximately 1000 hours, I contacted the management at the  and obtained high definition
surveillance footage of the aforementioned incident. It should be noted that the time stamp on the footage has a 1
hour deviation to real time.
 
I burned the footage onto a compact disk and booked it into evidence at 300 Richards Blvd.
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: XSD006 - LAWRENCE, KEVIN XSD006
Related date/time: Nov-26-2018  (Mon.) 1055 

I, Deputy Lawrence #685, am currently assigned to the Sacramento Regional Post Release Community
Supervision (PRCS) Team. Our primary duties include, but are not limited to, identifying, monitoring, and
closely supervising AB 109, probation and parole releases that have a high probability of relapsing into criminal
behavior, intervention and referrals, participation in surveillance, searches and apprehension of persons with fresh
criminal charges, probable cause wants, outstanding warrants and responding to regional crime series.
 
On November 15th, 2018 the PRCS team received information that 

 had an outstanding felony no bail Parole violation (PC 3056) arrest warrant which was issued on
October 25th, 2018 by the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) (

).
 
On November 15th, 2018 I authored a GPS locate warrant for target numbers  and 
based on information I had obtained which led me to believe these phone numbers were being used by 

 and .  The Search Warrant was issued by Honorable Judge Allen Sumner.  After
the search warrant was issued by Judge Sumner I received information that may be an old phone
number that is no longer in use.  I executed the Search Warrant on November 15th, 2018 solely for target number

.  (See attachment)
 
On November 19th, 2018 I authored a GPS locate warrant for target number  based on information
I had obtained which led my to believe these phone number were being used by  and 

.  The Search Warrant was issued by Honorable Judge David W. Abbott and I executed the search
warrant on the same date.  (See attachment)
 
The results of the search warrants were additionally provided to Sacramento Police Officer Buno who attached
the results to this report.  (See attachments)
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Related Text Page(s)
Document: PROPERTY TEXT
Author: 3328 - MOTEN, STEVIE 6304
Subject: PROP - DISPO NOTES
Related date/time: Nov-27-2018  (Tue.) 1047 

                                 DISPOSAL NOTES
               
G.O. [18-369930   ]                                      DATE:  [Nov-27-2018   ]
               
                                ITEMS FOR RELEASE
               
[                                                                            ]
               
                                ITEMS FOR DISPOSAL
 G
[1017112-2                                                                  ]
               
 H
[                                                                            ]
               
 I
[1017112-4                                                                  ]
               
 J
[                                                                            ]
               
 Q
[                                                                            ]
               
 R
[                                                                            ]
               
 Remarks:
[BOOKED FOR DISPOSAL.                                                       ]
AUTHORIZED BY:[S. MOTEN                  ]                    PHONE: 808-5239
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Follow Up Report # SA  2 - NOT COMPLETED
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 511 - KIRTLAN, JOSHUA 3122    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OSS POST RELEASE

COMMUNITY SUPERVISION
Assigned on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.) 1700    by: 511 -  KIRTLAN, JOSHUA 3122
Report due on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.) 1700
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: No

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 511 - KIRTLAN, JOSHUA 3122
Subject: KIRTLAN
Related date/time: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)  

On 11/20/18 at approx. 1725 hrs., I (Kirtlan #3122) was on duty as the sergeant of the Post Release Community
Supervision Team.  We are a multi-jurisdictional fugitive team.  I was wearing a plain clothes uniform and at the
time of this incident I had donned a black vest which has "POLICE" written in yellow lettering on the front and
back of it.  I was driving an unmarked white Ford F150 pick-up truck.  
 
We were looking for parolee-at-large  at the request of Supervising Parole Agent A. Quintana.
 He had requested our assistance last week with locating and apprehending  due to him being wanted by
parole (felony warrant) and for taking SSD on a high speed pursuit (PC want).  He also had a misd. warrant for
a violation of 11377(a) HS. I was also told that  I reviewed  past and current charges and told Agent
Quintana that we would assist.  
 
At approx. 1725 hrs., I was at 1900 Canterbury Rd. (SureStay Plus Hotel) looking for the 2018 Chevy Impala that
we knew  was possibly driving.  When I got to the south side of the building, I observed a car backed in
that matched but that had a paper plate on the front.  The paper plate was from  in
Placerville.  I likely knew that I had the right car based upon ties that  has in that area.  I radioed to my
team to start my way.  I parked to the west of the car as I did not want to get burned.  I would of been able to see
it leave but not necessarily if someone got in it from the bottom floor of the hotel.  I would of been able to see
someone come down the stairs from the second floor towards the car but not get into it.  
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Officer Buno was able to get eyes on the south side of the hotel (see his observations).  We requested K9 and had
Gang Suppression Units start our way.  We also requested air support.  My body worn camera was not activated
due to the fact that I forgot to activate it due to all the other things I was dealing with such as coordinating units,
getting units into position, listening to Officer Buno give updates, and eventually moving in on  in a
hasty fashion.  
 
At approx. 1749 hrs., Officer Buno said that he saw  walking towards the stairs.  Once  started
walking down the stairs, the decision to move in was made in an effort to keep  out of the car due to
his propensity to flee from law enforcement.  I was the lead car.  I pulled up in front of the Impala and got out.
  looked at me as he was on the passenger side of the Impala.  He ran around the back of the car and got
into the drivers seat.  I ran over and held the door open.  I was giving him verbal commands to stop however he
did not comply.  I holstered my handgun and went hands on with  in an attempt to keep him from starting
the car and taking off.  He had his left hand on the steering wheel and his right hand was feverishly pushing
a button on the dashboard to the right of the steering wheel.  I figured that this was the ignition button.  I was
trying to pull  arms away from the steering wheel and the button that he was pushing but my efforts
were futile as  was showing ungodly strength for a man of his stature.  Fearing for my life as well as for
other officers on scene, I knew if  started the car and drove away (and most likely into my truck) that I
or others would of sustained grave bodily injury.  I began to use closed fist hand strikes to the area of 
face and chest in an attempt to get him to comply.  My attempts were to no avail.  Officer Schoen got into the
backseat to assist me (see his observations) and Officer Airoso got into the front passenger seat to assist me.
 We were finally able to get  handcuffed albeit in the front of his body.  We had no other choice at that
point.  I was able to drag  from the car.  The incident in the car lasted approximately 1 minute and 50
seconds er the surveillance footage from the hotel. Once out of the car,  was able to regain some balance.
 Officer Schoen was able to take  to the ground in an attempt to not let him flee.  I assisted with the take
down and control of   Eventually the decision was made to get the handcuffs to the rear of  (see
Officer Yasonia's observations).  
 
I requested code-3 fire as I was advised that  may have sustained an injury to his arm. Shortly thereafter,
SFD Engine 20 and SFD Medic 4 arrived on scene.  Medic 4 transported  to the  as Officer
Schoen rode with them for safety purposes.  
 
CSI25 arrived on scene for photos.  
 
Once the scene was stabilized, I went to the hospital to assist Officer Schoen. Several hours later, we were
notified by hospital staff that  had a fractured left humerus and that it would require surgery.  
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Follow Up Report # SA  3
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4308 - LOUIE, KACIE 6384    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OOI FORENSIC ID - CRIME

SCENE INVESTIGATION
Assigned on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 2349    by: 4308 -  LOUIE, KACIE 6384
Report due on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 1947
Approved on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)     by: 3745 -  WILSON, B 6385
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: CSI REPORT
Author: 4308 - LOUIE, KACIE 6384
Subject: CSI
Related date/time: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.)  

On 11/20/2018 at approximately 1811 hours, I, Forensic Investigator K.
Louie #6384 (CSI25) arrived at 1900 Canterbury Rd. #  to take photographs
in regards to an incident that occurred. Upon arrival, I contacted Sgt.
Kirtlan #3122.
 
PHOTOGRAPHS
I took eighteen (18) photographs of the following which were uploaded into
the Digital Crime Scene (DCS) system:
 
Overall appearance of 
- Injury to right side of forehead
- Injury to left arm
- Overall condition of right arm
 
Overall appearance of 
- Overall condition of arms
- Overall condition of back of head
 
Overall appearance of 
- Overall condition of arms
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I cleared the call at approximately 1819 hours.
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Follow Up Report # SA  4
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 3628 - HENDERSON, DUSTIN 0343    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OSS K-9
Assigned on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 2349    by: 3628 -  HENDERSON, DUSTIN 0343
Report due on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.) 238
Approved on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)     by: 3794 -  FOX, NICHOLAS 3007
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 3628 - HENDERSON, DUSTIN 0343
Subject: OFC. HENDERSON #343
Related date/time: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 1742 

On 11-20-2018, at approximately 1731 hours, I was working full uniformed
patrol in a marked Sacramento Police Department "K9" patrol vehicle. I
contacted and briefed by Officer Buno regarding an active operation they
were working at 1900 Canterbury Rd. He advised that (S)  was
an wanted parolee at large and had fled from officers earlier in the day. I
responded to the area of the location and arrived on scene at approximately
1742 hours. I observed the following in summary:
 
I conducted records checks and confirmed that 
( ) was a parolee at large. I also observed that he had an
active misdemeanor warrant for his arrest for 11377(A) HS. A check through
WEBKPF showed him to have priors for burglary, unlawful possession of
firearms, and DUI.
 
At approximately 1750 hours, Officer Buno put out over the radio that (S)

 along with multiple other subjects were exiting a room and walking
toward a vehicle in the parking lot. I began to respond to the south
parking lot of the complex along with multiple officers of the PRCS team
and Gang Enforcement Team (GET).
 
I observed officers start to attempt to detain (S)  and another male
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subject he was with. At this time Officer Buno put out that one of the
other males was running eastbound on the 2nd level of the complex. I
responded to the east side of the complex and observed a male subject on
the 2nd level attempting to flee our contact (later identified as 

). I held the subject at gunpoint and ordered him to get onto the
ground. He complied. I kept him at gunpoint until Officer Buno responded to
my location and handcuffed him.
 
I then responded back to the south side of the lot to assist. I observed
multiple officers still struggling with (S)  on the ground near a
black Chevrolet sedan. They were attempting to handcuff him but he appeared
to be flexing and preventing their attempts. One of the officers cut off
his backpack and I assisted in taking the backpack from the officer and
placing it on a PRCS vehicle.
 
Officer Buno advised that he was concerned with the room that he observed
them exit while we were still attempting to get everyone detained. I set up
an entry team with GET officers and Officer Yasonia. I gave multiple knock
and notice admonishments to room #  advising of a parole search to no
response. We were able to key the door and clear the room. Nobody was
located inside.
 
(Body worn camera activated after  was detained on the east side of
the lot.)
 
I then assisted the PRCS team in scene security. No further actions.
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Follow Up Report # SA  5
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4114 - AIROSO, BRIAN 0554 (-)    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OOO GANG ENFORCEMENT

TEAM - NORTH
Assigned on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 2349    by: 4114 -  AIROSO, BRIAN 0554 (-)
Report due on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 2234
Approved on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.)     by: 3794 -  FOX, NICHOLAS 3007
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 4114 - AIROSO, BRIAN 0554 (-)
Subject: AIROSO 554
Related date/time: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 2054 

I, Ofc. Airoso #554, am currently assigned to the Gang Enforcement Team in
the North Sacramento area. Our responsibilities are to gather intelligence
regarding gang related activity, to respond to and investigate gang related
crimes, and to conduct pro-active enforcement to help reduce gang and gun
violence in the Sacramento area.
 
*****************Body worn camera on and functioning**********************
 
On 11/20/2018 at approx. 1729 hrs, I (Ofc. Airoso #554) responded to the
area of 1900 Canterberry Rd to assist the Sacramento Police PRCS team with
an attempt pick up of a known, wanted subject, identified as 

. Prior to my arrival I conducted a records check of (S)
 via Sacramento Co. WEB KPF and found him to be on active PRCS

parole and was listed as a parole at large. I contacted Sgt. Kirtlan who
advised (S)  was confirmed a Parole at large and has a history of
running from the police. I observed the following in summary.
 
I arrived on scene and positioned my vehicle north of the parking lot. I
was advised by unmarked units on scene that (S)  was walking down
the stairs towards his vehicle. At the order of the PRCS units, myself and
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an additional K9 unit moved into the area.
 
As I entered the parking lot, I could hear, units on the radio advise a
subject was running. I rounded the corner and observed several unmarked
units already on scene. I exited my vehicle and observed Sgt. Kirtlin
inside of the driver's side door of (S)  vehicle. I appeared he
was struggling with (S) .
 
I was in fear that because (S)  knew he was wanted and has fled from
police in the past, he may be willing to do anything to get away and could
possibly be armed.
 
I entered the vehicle through the unlocked passenger side front door and
observed (S)  actively resisting Sgt. Kirtlin's attempts to detain
him.
 
I observed (S)  using his hands in a pushing motion, punching at
Sgt. Kirtlin. I attempted to gain control of (S)  right hand and
I could feel him pull away and he struck me one time in the chest. I again
attempted to gain control of (S)  right hand and he again pulled
away from me and punched at my self and Sgt. Kirtlin.
 
I observed (S)  grab his left wrist with his right hand and refused
to let go. I gave him many verbal commands to stop resisting and stop
fighting.
 
I could not break (S)  grip so I several pugilistic distracting
blows to the wrist lock to gain compliance. (S)  then released his
grip and used his right hand an attempted to strike.
 
I reached into my hand cuff case and retrieved my handcuffs. When I
attempted to detain (S)  in hand cuffs, I observed (S)  use
his right hand an attempt to start his vehicle. I was in fear that (S)

 may start his vehicle and attempt to flee with officers in the
vehicle.
 
(S)  continued to attempt to pull his arms away and fight with
officers on scene. During the duration of the incident, I continuously
gave (S)  loud verbal commands to stop resisting and stop fighting.
 
I was able to finally secure (S)  in handcuffs. I observed Sgt.
Kirtlin pull (S)  out of the vehicle and he grabbed the steering
wheel. (S)  lost his grip on the steering wheel and he was removed
from the driver seat.
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I exited the vehicle and observed (S) , detained on the ground with
his hands cuffed in the front.
 
Ofc. Schoen told (S)  to relax and stop resisting. As we attempted
to position (S)  to re-secure his hands to the rear, he began to
tense up and kick his legs.
 
At this point I began to feel the fatigue of the incident and I was in fear
that if (S)  continued to resist, I could lose my ability to protect
my self. I put my bent knee on his back and used my body weight to keep
him from getting up. I again told (S)  to stop resisting and
accessed my taser. I told (S)  to stop resisting or he would be
tased.
 
I could feel (S)  tensing his body and pulling his arms underneath
him. I grabbed the handcuff chain and pulled his hands out from under his
body, which he resisted my efforts. I gave (S)  several more
commands to stop resisting. It took three officers to prevent (S) 
from getting up.
 
We again attempted to position (S)  with his hands behind his back.
I attempted to secure his hands. I could feel (S)  tense up again
and he tried to pulls his hands under his body.
 
Ofc. Yasonia arrived on scene and relieved me. (See Ofc. Yasonia's obbs).
 
I assisted officers as they attempted to place (S)  hands behind
his back. (S)  left had was removed from handcuffs and was
secured by Ofc. Yasonia. I secured (S)  right hand and could feel
(S)  tense up again and attempt to pulls his arms away from
officers.
 
After a short struggle we where able to secure (S)  hands behind
his back.
 
After (S)  was hands where detained behind his back, I sat him up in
the seated position.
 
I conducted a search incident to arrest of the front passenger seat with
nothing of not located.
 
I remained on scene while PRCS units completed their investigation. I
completed a SAC PD 188 form and requested a tow for the vehicle.
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Follow Up Report # SA  6
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4005 - YASONIA, ZACKARY 0577    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OSS K-9
Assigned on: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 1810    by: 4005 -  YASONIA, ZACKARY 0577
Report due on: Nov-23-2018  (Fri.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Nov-23-2018  (Fri.) 1742
Approved on: Nov-23-2018  (Fri.)     by: 32 -  AZEVEDO, JOHN 0809
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 4005 - YASONIA, ZACKARY 0577
Subject: OFC. YASONIA #577
Related date/time: Nov-23-2018  (Fri.) 158 

On Tuesday 11/20/18 at approximately 1736hrs, I Ofc. Yasonia (577) was
dispatched to the area of 1900 Canterbury to assist the PRCS (Post Release
Community Supervision Team) with an attempt pickup of (s) 

. Officers had a visual of (s)  at the location and were
waiting until K9 resources were in place prior to making contact. I was in
full K9 duty uniform and driving a marked K9 patrol vehicle. I observed
the following in summary:
 
I was initially made aware of this call around 1500hrs when K97 (Ofc.
Harshbarger) and K93 (Ofc. Hoversten) were assisting the PRCS team in
looking for (s)  I conducted a records check on (s)  and
found him to be a parolee-at-large (3056PC). I also viewed 
recent booking photo.  had an extensive criminal history which
included prior arrests for: 273.5PC (Domestic violence), 12021PC
(Possession of a firearm by a felon), 12025PC (Carrying a concealed
firearm), 459PC (Burglary) and multiple parole violations (3056PC). The
notes on the call also had him listed as being PC arrestable. Ofc.
Harshbarger and Hoversten advised that he had a PC want for 2800PC (Felony
evading).
 
When I was requested at 1736hrs, I responded to the area to help with
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containment of the suspect. While en-route, Sgt. Kirtlan (UNN40 #3122)
authorized the use of K9 to search for and if necessary apprehend 
based on the following information known at the time:
 
1)  was wanted for a parole violation (3056PC-Felony).  was
on parole for 459PC (Burglary) and 12021PC (Possession of a firearm by a
felon). In  parole conditions it stated that he shall not consume
alcohol or drugs and that he cannot have any contact with any gang members
or have any gang related indicia on him.
 
2)  had a PC want for 2800.2VC (Felony Evasion).
 
3)  had prior arrest for multiple firearms violations. 
person and vehicle were unsearched for traditional and non-traditional
weapons.
 
4) If allowed to escape on foot or in a vehicle,  would be entering
a residential neighborhood. Any flight by  would increase the risk
of injury to the public and officers. The utilization of a trained police
service K9 sent directly to apprehend  in the event he fled could
prevent him from concealing himself in another location, gaining access to
traditional and non-traditional weapons that could be used against officers
or citizens and would increase the safety of officers who would be
searching  as well as the public.
 
Just prior to arriving on scene Ofc Buno broadcast over the radio that (s)

 exited the hotel room and was walking towards the stairs. 
was identified as wearing a red shirt and black pants. I then heard an
officer broadcast that a MHA was running eastbound through the complex.
Based on this information and not knowing whether or not it was  I
responded to the area of Garden St and Oxford St in case the subject went
northbound through the gate or ran into the neighborhood. A short time
later Sgt. Kirtlan (UNN40) broadcast over the radio that he was still
fighting with one. I responded code 3 to the south side of the business to
assist officers.
 
I arrived on scene and found Sgt Kirtlan, Ofc. Airoso and Ofc. Schoen in
between a black sedan and tan SUV. They had one subject (later identified
as (s)  on the ground and officers were telling him to "STOP" and
that they were going to taze him. Based on officer's commands for 
to stop it was evident that  was actively resisting officers. A
female in the background (identified as (S) 
girlfriend) was yelling at  and said, "STOP!" At the same time Ofc.
Henderson requested assistance over the radio on the east side of the
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building at which point I ran upstairs and around the building. I met with
Ofc. Buno who advised he was stable and Ofc. Henderson went back to the
other side of the building. Knowing this I ran back to the officers who
were attempting to take  into custody. As I was running back to
Sgt. Kirtlan, Ofc. Airoso and Ofc. Schoen additional officers arrived on
scene. I had them detain  and (s) .
 
I met with Sgt. Kirtlan who was attempting to control   was
still actively struggling on the ground as officers were attempting to
control him and were still giving him commands. Officers were tell 
to, "STOP."  had a large black backpack on his back and his hands
were cuffed in front. I removed  backpack in order to make it
easier for officers to place his hands behind his back and cuff him
properly per SPD policy. I told Ofc. Schoen to control his legs to prevent
him from moving. It should be noted that  was actively rolling
around and moving with three (3) officers on top of him. I was unaware of

 being thoroughly searched for weapons or contraband. Sgt. Kirtlan
advised there was a screwdriver on the ground right next to  Sgt.
Kirtlan moved the screwdriver away from officers.
 
I took over primary control over  and took a prone handcuffing
position over him. Prior to removing  handcuffs from the front to
move them to the rear, I ordered  to place his hands behind his
back. I told him that if he did anything other then what he was told to
do, force would be used against him.  verbally acknowledged my
admonishment by saying, "Yeah." Sgt. Kirtlan also told  that there
were multiple cops over him and to not play any games. Sgt. Kirtlan had
control of  hips, Ofc. Schoen had control of  legs and
Ofc. Airoso had control over  right arm which had the handcuff
still on it. I removed  left hand from the cuff and began to
bring it around to his back. As I was trying to place his hand behind his
back he made his left hand into a fist and tensed up his arm to prevent me
from bringing his arm behind his back. At this point it was evident that

 was not going to cooperate with officers. It should be noted that
 right arm had a handcuff on it that was actively moving around

and posed a potential stabbing threat to officers. I had  left
forearm and was attempting to put his hand behind his back.
 
Ofc. Airoso, Ofc. Schoen and I are all over 240lbs with our gear on and
Sgt. Kirtlan is also over 240lbs with his gear on. During the altercation

 was able to roll to his right side with all of us on top of him
with what appeared to be little effort. When he rolled on his right side
it put his back to the front bumper of a SUV that was next to us. With his
back against the front bumper I was unable to get his arm behind his back.
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The whole time officers were fighting with  he was given multiple
commands to put his hands behind his back. He failed to comply with
officers lawful commands and continued to resist our attempts to take him
in custody. Due to  being unsearched for weapons and his history of
fleeing is was not safe for officers to disengage with him and try
alternative means to overcome his resistance. During the altercation

 moved away from the vehicle enough to allow officers to regain some
control over his lower body, but we could not gain complete control over
him and get him into a prone position.  was still violently
resisting officers. I was able to get his left arm behind his back and I
was attempting to control to his arm to get pain compliance over 
As his arm was behind his back and I was attempting to control it by
applying leverage to it,  showed no compliance or response to any
type of pain or control hold applied to him. When I had his arm behind his
back and was applying pressure to it,  was laying on his right
shoulder.  made a movement elevating his right shoulder which
pushed against my hold and directly increased the pressure on his left arm.
When  made that movement, his left arm popped. When  arm
popped be screamed and became compliant with officers and placed his hands
behind his back at which point officers placed him in handcuffs.
 
After the struggle I noticed that all officers involved in the altercation
were breathing heavily as a result of the intensity and duration of the
incident.
 
Once  was placed in handcuffs I requested code 3 fire and medical.

 was also placed into the recovery position. Sac fire medic 4 and
engine 20 arrived on scene. Medic 4 transported  to .
 
While officer's remained with  I assisted officers with clearing
room  No one was located inside the room.
 
See supplements for other officers actions and canvass (see supplement).
 
My body worn camera was on during the incident.
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Follow Up Report # SA  7
Assignment Information

Assigned to: 4199 - TERSTEEGE, ZACHARIAH 0425    Rank:
Capacity: SUPPLEMENTAL ADD (NOT FOR DETECTIVE USE)    Org unit: OOO PATROL DIST 2 MID

(TEAM 9)
Assigned on: Jan-11-2019  (Fri.) 1937    by: 4199 -  TERSTEEGE, ZACHARIAH 0425
Report due on: Jan-11-2019  (Fri.)

Submission Information
Submitted on: Jan-11-2019  (Fri.) 1919
Approved on: Jan-11-2019  (Fri.)     by: 3266 -  ROSIN, DOUGLAS 3021
Follow Up Conclusion
Follow Up concluded: Yes

  
  
  
  

Narrative Text Report # 1
Document: 04 OBSERVATIONS
Author: 4199 - TERSTEEGE, ZACHARIAH 0425
Subject: TERSTEEGE #425
Related date/time: Nov-20-2018  (Tue.) 1751 

On 11-20-18 at approx. 1751 hrs, I (Ofc. Tersteege #425) was dispatched to
1900 Canterbury Rd regarding PRCS units doing an attempt pick-up on a
wanted fugitive.
 
I responded CODE 3 with my overhead emergency lights activated and my siren
activated. All incidents were captured on my body worn camera and in car
camera. I arrived on scene at approx. 1753 hrs. I observed the following in
summary:
 
Five officers/deputies attempting to detain a suspect in handcuffs. The
suspect was face down on the ground and was actively resisting with law
enforcement. I was able to see some of the officers/deputies were panting,
trying to catch their breath and physically struggling to detain this
suspect. So much so that they were tensing their muscles trying to overcome
resistance.
 
I removed my taser and removed the cartridge from the taser. I yelled, "Put
you fucking hands behind your back or you will be tazed!"
 
I began to say the same thing again. This time I held the taser in my left
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hand down behind the left side of my body and activated the taser. I
"arced" the taser as a show of force to gain compliance from the suspect.
 
I then repeated that he would be tazed. I let the taser arc for a full
cycle (5 seconds) then shut it off and placed it on the ground s I assisted
in placing the suspects hands behind his back.
 
No one including the suspect were tazed.
 
I then was advised to clear the scene and did so.
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Clearance Information
Agency: SACRAMENTO PD
Cleared status: CLEARED BY ARREST  - NOT APPLICABLE
Cleared on: Nov-23-2018  (Fri.)
Cleared by Officer 1: 602 -  MACLAFFERTY, SCOTT 3065
Org Unit: FELAS -  OOI MAJ CRIMES - FELONY ASSAULTS SOUTH
Approved by: 602 -  MACLAFFERTY, SCOTT 3065
Org Unit: FELAS -  OOI MAJ CRIMES - FELONY ASSAULTS SOUTH
Complainant/Victim notified: No
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Related Property Report(s)
Report Information

Property Report #: 1017110
Property case status: SEIZED (EVIDENCE)
Submitted on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)     by: SCHOEN, MATTHEW 0326
Related:
Offense: GO  SA  2018- 369930 
Related items: 1

Articles - Evidence
Status: SEIZED (EVIDENCE) Tag #: SA1017110- 1
Article: RCDISC- RADIO, TV, AND SOUND ENTERTAINMENT DEVICES
Model: # of pieces: 1
Serial # 1: UNKNOWN OAN:
Value:  $0.00 Color:
Description: CD CONTAINING VIDEO SURVIELLANCE FOOTAGE OF EVENT
Recovered date: - Recovered value:  $0.00
Flags:  *e
Current Location: EP AE/09080601

Flags = d (disposed) x (x-reference) n (entered on NCIC) *e (evidence)
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Related Property Report(s)
Report Information

Property Report #: 1017112
Property case status: SEIZED (EVIDENCE)
Submitted on: Nov-21-2018  (Wed.)     by: BUNO, NICHOLAS 0387
Related:
Offense: GO  SA  2018- 369930 
Related items: 4

Articles - Evidence
Status: SEIZED (EVIDENCE) Tag #: SA1017112- 1
Article: YLICENS- MISCELLANEOUS
Model: # of pieces: 2
Serial # 1: UNKNOWN OAN:
Value:  $0.00 Color:
Description:  LICENSE PLATE RECOVERED FROM BLK CHEV IMPALA
Recovered date: - Recovered value:  $0.00
Flags:  *e
Current Location: EP AE/09080601

Articles
Status: DISPOSAL Tag #: SA1017112- 2
Article: YPARAPH- MISCELLANEOUS
Model: # of pieces: 1
Serial # 1: UNKNOWN OAN:
Value:  $0.00 Color:
Description: METH PIPE
Recovered date: - Recovered value:  $0.00
Flags: d
Current Location: (Disposed)

Articles - Evidence
Status: SEIZED (EVIDENCE) Tag #: SA1017112- 3
Article: YNARCPA- MISCELLANEOUS
Serial # 1: UNKNOWN OAN:
Value:  $0.00 Color:
Description: CLEAR PLASTIC BAGGY THAT HAD MET INSIDE
Recovered date: - Recovered value:  $0.00
Flags:  *e
Current Location: EP AE/09080601

Drugs
Status: DISPOSAL
Tag #: SA1017112- 4
Name: AMPHETAMINES/METHAMPHETAMINES
Form: CRYSTAL Quantity: 1.310
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Unit: GRAM Value:  $0.00
Description: FOR DISPOSAL
Recovered date: - Recovered value:  $0.00
Flags: d
Current Location: (Disposed)

Flags = d (disposed) x (x-reference) n (entered on NCIC) *e (evidence)
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*** END OF HARDCOPY ***








